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Objectives
1. Can sleep disruption cause delirium?

2. Links between sleep and delirium

➢ Neurobiology

➢ Polysomnography

3. Can promoting sleep reduce delirium?

Delirium: Links to Sleep



Sleep: a Vital Need

• Sleep is one of the 7 basic needs of humans

• Physiologic effects of sleep deprivation:

– ↑cortisol, ↑norepinephrine

– Impaired glucose metabolism

– ↓thyroxine

– ↓body temperature

– Suppressed immune response

• After 32 days of TSD, all rats died Sleep 1989: 12(1):13-21



Sleep Deprivation Research

• 1896 – first sleep deprivation study on man
– 3 young adults kept awake 90 hours

– Visual hallucinations in 1 subject   
– Patrick and Gilbert, Psychol Rev 1896;3:469-483

• 1955 – 275 Servicemen
– 112 hours of total sleep deprivation (TSD)

– Few instances of behaviour resembling acute 
schizophrenia                            Tyler, Dis Nerv Syst 1955;16:293-299

• Perceptual illusions, transient hallucinations, 
depersonalization most common symptoms



Case: Randy Gardner 

• Stayed awake 11 days, 25 
minutes (264.4 hours) 

• Dec. 28, 1963 to Jan 8, 
1964, San Diego, CA

• Stanford sleep researcher 
Dr. William C. Dement, Lt. 
Cmdr John J. Ross 
attended

Bruce McAllister (left) and Joe 

Marciano Jr. (right) help Randy 

Gardner stay awake as he gets a 

checkup at the naval hospital



Psychiatric interview





Lessons: Randy Gardner 

• TSD 11 d not sufficient to 
induce psychosis 

• Co-morbid disposition 
likely necessary

• Does not refute other 
studies on 15 d of 
selective REM deprivation

• REM rebound vs. Stage 4 
loss not cumulative

Sleep deprivation record-holder 

Randy Gardner on “To Tell the Truth” 

(May 11, 1964)







Sleep Deprivation

• Inattention

• Delusions

• Hallucinations

• Impaired memory

• Slurred speech

• Discoordination

• Moodiness/ irritability

• Decreased reaction time

Delirium in ICU patients

• Inattention

• Delusions

• Hallucinations

• Fluctuating mental status

• Incoherent thought and 
speech

• Reduced awareness of 
environment

• Hyper or hypoactive

• Complete recovery after 
sleep

• Longterm neurocognitive 
sequelae in some patients



Weinhouse et al. Critical Care 2009, 13: 234 



• 62 patients

• Mental status exam q8h

• Sum of 3 scores

• 15 min interval blocks

• √ if interruption

• 75 min of uninterrupted 

time considered 1 

potential cycle

• % of normal sleep at 

home



Helton.  Heart & Lung 1980;9(3):464



Helton.  Heart & Lung 1980;9(3):464



Polysomnography

Polysomnography is the gold 

standard for sleep measurement



Sleep Electrophysiology
• Stage N1 

• Transition from alpha waves (8–13 Hz) 

(common in the awake state) to theta 

waves (4–7 Hz)

• Hypnagogic jerks 

• Hypnagogic hallucinations 

• Loss of some muscle tone and most 

conscious awareness of the external 

environment.

• Low arousal threshold



Sleep Physiology
• Stage N2

• sleep spindles (11-16 Hz) and K-complexes  

• EMG muscular activity decreases

• conscious awareness of the external 

environment disappears

• occupies 45–55% of total sleep in adults

• Harder to arouse



Sleep Physiology
• Stage N3 (deep or slow-wave sleep) 

• minimum of 20% delta waves (0.5–2 Hz)

• This is the stage in which parasomnias such 

as night terrors, nocturnal enuresis, 

sleepwalking, and somniloquy occur

• Thought to be important for declarative 

memory processing (facts and knowledge)

• Hardest to arouse



Sleep Physiology
• REM 

• Rapid eye movements, low amplitude, mixed 

frequency EEG

• Accounts for 18-22% of total sleep time

• Elaborate, vivid dreams occur

• Loss of skeletal muscle tone 

• thought to be important for consolidation of 

procedural memory (learning complex tasks)



Why do we sleep?
“Sleep drives metabolite clearance from the adult brain”

• During natural sleep or anesthesia, 

• 60% increase in interstitial space

• Increased convective exchange of CSF with interstitial 

fluid

• Increased rate of β-amyloid clearance during sleep

• Enhanced removal of potentially neurotoxic waste 

products that accumulate in the CNS during wakefulness

Science. 2013 Oct 18;342(6156):373-7



Tononi & Cirelli.  Sleep Medicine Reviews 2006;10:49-62



Tononi & Cirelli.  Sleep Medicine Reviews 2006;10:49-62



• 29 mechanically ventilated patients in surgical 
ICU

• Twice daily CAM-ICU

• PSG performed once weaning was initiated

• Strata: REM <6% vs. REM ≥6% of TST 

Minerva Anestesiol 2011;77:604-12



Minerva Anestesiol 2011;77:604-12

P<0.05



Risk Factors for REM <6%

• Multivariable analysis: 

• Delirium prior to PSG

• Daily dose of lorazepam

Minerva Anestesiol 2011;77:604-12



• Adult MS-ICU patients

• PSG 10 pm-10 am, sleep 
physician blinded to 
delirium score

• Delirium assessment:

– ICDSC bedside RN q12 h

– CAM-ICU by research 
assistant

• Acute Physiology Score <13 

• Glascow Coma Scale >10 

• Receiving minimal sedation 

• No history of abnormal 
EEG 

• 21 patients with 11 ± 4 hrs 
of PSG recording

Bosma  Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2016;193:A3112
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Conclusions:  Delirium

• Inability to consolidate sleep

• Multiple awakenings, more stage 1 light sleep

• Extended sleep period, equal TST

• Reduced sleep maintenance efficiency

• Limitation: 24 hr PSG would enhance data but 
was not possible due to daily activities

Bosma  Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2016;193:A3112



Can promoting sleep 

reduce ICU delirium?
• RCT:  Use of ear plugs – improved subjective 

sleep quality and reduced delirium
Van Rompaey, Crit. Care, 2012 

• Pre-post intervention study of multi-factorial 
sleep promotion bundle… subjective sleep 
quality unchanged but delirium incidence 
reduced

Kamdar Crit Care Med 2013; 41:800–809



KarenJ.Bosma@lhsc.on.ca



Similarities between delirium 

and sleep deprivation
•Inattention, fluctuating mental status, cognitive dysfunction 

seen in healthy volunteers with sleep deprivation cardinal 

symptoms of hypoactive delirium

•Sleep deprivation, as studied in healthy volunteers, has not 

been shown to lead to the overt agitation or hallucinations 

present with hyperactive delirium 

•A tendency toward psychotic behavior with associated 

paranoia occurred in a few subjects deprived of sleep for 112 

hours Tyler DB: Dis Nerv Syst, 1955,16:293-299



Pathophysiology

• Two interconnecting neural circuits have been proposed 

as important pathways for attention and working

– prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate, and basal ganglia; 

– parietal lobes, superior colliculus, and thalamic pulvinar 

• Compromise of these neural circuits with cellular 

dysfunction 

– resulting imbalance of the involved neurotransmitters is 

thought to lead to the clinical manifestations of delirium 

– it is thought that a deficiency in cholinergic innervation 

and excess of dopaminergic stimulation are the final 

common pathways for the development of delirium 


